I propose to consider some cases in which an infinite number of closed polygons can be circumscribed about a cuspidal cubic and inscribed in another curve. In all the cases which I shall consider, the curve circumscribing the polygon is unicursal.
The equation of a cuspidal cubic being reduced to the form y % = z \ we may take 1, S, 3* as the coordinates of a point on the curve, and the equation of the tangent at the point £ is then 29*x-33*y+* = 0. Taking two tangents, we have, for the point as, y t % of their intersection, = *»« (1), a a where u = £, + £" and t = -' ' is the parameter of the third tangent drawn from x, y, z. l * Suppose we have u = ^r-, where f m f n are rational functions of t of the m th and n th degrees respectively ; then the locus of a>, y, » is a unicursal curve whose degree is equal to the greater of the numbers n+1, m+2. This locus will touch the cubic in as many points as the equation 2M-i = 0 has roots; for, substituting the values (1) in the equation of the curve, we obtain (2u-1) % (u + U) = 0. The locus will, evidently, also touch the stationary tangent z in the point corresponding to « = 0.
Let us take the equation
a-ht+b£" then the locus of the intersection of the tangents is a unicursal cubic, touching the stationary tangent) and having triple contact with the • curve. This cubic is not limited in any further manner, as we have four constants at our disposal, and a unicursal cubic is determined by eight conditions. Now, the equation <p ($ v £,) = 0 can, as is well known,, be written in the form u,±tt, = a a constant, where u x is an elliptic function of the first kind, depending on & v and «, a similar function depending on S v For a polygon of n sides, then, we have, taking the negative sign, Wj-u t = a, u t -M, = a, &c, «"_!-«" = a; from which we see that the 22T polygon will close of itself, if o = -, which determines a relation be-
• n tween the constants a, b, &o. (see Schloemilch's " The'orie des Inte*grales et des Fonctions Elliptiques," translated by Graindorge, p. 126). It is, in fact, by means of these equations, that the problem of inscribing polygons in one conic, which shall be circumscribed to another, is solved.
Thus, when the conditions stated above are satisfied, and also a further relation between the constants, we can have an infinite number of polygons circumscribed about a cuspidal cubic and inscribed in a nodal cubic. I proceed to find the two parameters corresponding to the nodes of this cubic. We could find them by the equations, in Salmon's " Curves," Art. 216 (c) ; but they can be more readily obtained by the following considerations. A node of the locus will evidently arise from the coexistence of the equations <f> (/" <$) = 0, 0 0s> ^) = 0> where t lt t v S are the parameters of three tangents passing through a point. Considering, then, <p (t } 9) = 0 as a quadratic in t whose roots are t lf t v we have which, combined with tJi + S (Ji + t t ) = 0, the condition that the tan-
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[April 6, gents should pass through a point, gives «+/+&$ = 0. For a cusp 2j = t v and we have, then, either
, the condition (2) being satisfied when the cusp is on «, the stationary tangent, and (3) when the cusp is on the given curve. Now, the equation (2) is the condition for the coexistence of the equations 0 (3,, S t ) = <p (£" $ t ) = <j> (S 8 , £,) = 0, for an indefinite number of values of -£" •$" <$" in which case an infinite number of triangles can be circumscribed about the given curve and inscribed in the locus. Hence we infer that, if a cuspidal cubio V have triple contact with a cuspidal cubic U, and the cusp of V lie on the stationary tangent of U, then an infinite number of triangles can be circumscribed about U and inscribed in V. When the relation (3) is satisfied, and also a further relation between the constants, we can have an infinite number of polygons circumscribing a cuspidal cubio 27 and inscribed in a caspidal cubio F ; the two curves U and V having double contact with each other, and being such that the cusp of V lies on U, and the stationary tangent of U is touched by V.
There is another case in which an infinite number of triangles can be circumscribed about a cuspidal cubio and . then, assuming t = --^-j-, we get for u an expression of the form 1 + A ,, and, substituting these values in (1), we have Zy = *=(a+/3X')'j from which we see that the locus is a unicursal quartic touching the curve four times and the stationary tangent twice. Thus, exactly as before, when a relation between the constants is satisfied, we can have an infinite number of polygons circumscribed about a cuspidal cubic and inscribed in a unicursal quartio which touches the cubic foar times and its stationary tangent twice.
To determine the parameters of the nodes of this quartic, we have
& being determined by the equation W + ( « + / ) $ -c = 0. If we eliminate & between the latter equation and £-(^ + ^) *+Mi = 0»
w ® shall obtain a sextic in t whose roots are the parameters of the three nodes which the quartio has in general.
If
a'+af+bc-gh = 0 (4), the equations <f> (^, £,) = <p (£" $,) = <p (^8, ^x) = 0 coexist for an indefinite number of values of & lf $ it ^8, and it is evident then that the three nodes of the quartic are replaced by a triple point. Hence we infer that, if a quartic V with a triple point touch a cuspidal cubic U four times, and the stationary tangent of the cubic twice, tben an infinite number of triangles can be circumscribed about U and inscribed in V. The quartic U is not limited in any further manner, for such a curve is determined by ten conditions, and we have four constants at our disposal. if where <p (£) = -L (^4 -it the four corresponding tangents will evidently form a quadrilateral whose six intersections of sides will lie on the same locus. Dividing # = 0 by ^j-£" this relation becomes or i rfrom which we see that the locus of the intersection of the tangents is the unicursal quartio determined by the equations Since, from these" equations, we have S8y + qz + t(28x + 2ry+p») = 0, it follows that this quartic must have a triple point determined by S«y + 5* = 0, 2«B+3ry+_p» = 0. This quartio has an inflexion and corresponding tangent in common with the given cubio, and also touches it in three points elsewhere. If we consider the case when two sides of the quadrilateral coincide, it is evident that the two other sides will become tangents to the quartic. Thus we see that the six common tangents of the cubio and quartic form three pairs of lines, whose intersection lies on the quartio, and whose chords of contact touch the cubio, the points of contact of the latter lines lying on the qnartio. then the equations f to) + 0 to) = 0,
being only equivalent to three conditions, will give rise to a series of quadrilaterals, of which the intersections (12), (23), (34), (41) 
